PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION:

Vantec Introduces Newly Designed AeroFlow FX CPU Coolers with HDT
Technology
The AeroFlow FX Series is designed to give Optimum Cooling to Processors by Utilizing the Heatpipe Direct Touch Technology
FREMONT, California – September 17, 2008 – Vantec Thermal Technologies, a worldwide leader
specializing in computer accessories introduces two new high performance CPU coolers to their lineup—
the AeroFlow FX 92 and the AeroFlow FX 120. The AeroFlow FX series is designed for optimum thermal
cooling and efficiency by combining an ultra-thin lightweight heatsink, a large PWM performance fan, and
the heat-pipe direct touch (HDT) design.
AeroFlow FX utilizes the latest HDT technology to ensure the cooling of today’s most powerful processors.
By keeping a direct contact between the processor and three 8mm copper heat-pipes, this minimizes
thermal resistance and allows an increased rate of heat transfer. Adopting the tower heatsink design, the
cooler also helps maximize surface exposure and allows the fan to easily dissipate the accumulated heat.
Both the AeroFlow FX 92 and FX 120 PWM fans are secured onto the heat sink with vibration dampeners
combining high performance with silent cooling.
In addition to the polished chrome finish and the large white fans at 92mm and 120mm, the AeroFlow FX
series provides excellent compatibility with its 3-in-1 mounting brackets. The coolers are compatible with
the AMD AM2/754/939/940 and the Intel 775/478 sockets.
Designed for optimum cooling at an affordable price, the AeroFlow FX series are now available at
retailers and the MSRP for the FX 92 and FX 120 are $41.99 and $43.99 respectively. For additional
product information and full technical specifications, please visit www.vantecusa.com.
About Vantec:
Founded in 1994, Vantec is a leading brand of computer accessories that provides a complete line of
Storage, Thermal, and Mobile solutions. Vantec is devoted to every computer user from mainstream to
enthusiast. Vantec’s goal is to provide a complete and affordable way for computing needs of all kinds.
For more information, visit www.vantecusa.com.
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